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ABSTRACT

In recent years public opinion polls have shown a decrease in racism
in America. The American government has felt that quotas,
effective affirmative action programs, and effective civil rights

legislation are no longer necessary evils. Many who face
discrimination on a daily basis wonder why our government is

making these decisions. This study examines various types of
discrimination utilized in hiring practices.

It is believed that :

1)

employers prefer African Americans who appear assimilated to
American culture to African Americans who appear to be trying to

identify with their culture, 2) that employers prefer more attractive
women to less attractive women, 3) that employers prefer African

Americans of light complexions to those with dark complexions, and
4) subjects' modern racism scores will be correlated to their

preferences for employees. Repeated measures ANOVAs were used
to test hypotheses 1, 2, and 4. t-tests were used to test hypothesis
3.

No support was found for assimilated African Americap^ being
v"'

preferred to African Americans who appeared to be identifying with
their cultures.

More attractive women were preferred to less

attractive women. Employers did not prefer a light complexioned

1 1 1

African American to a dark complexioned African American. There

was, however, support for the last hypothesis. Subjects scores on
the modern racism scores were correlated to the ratings they gave
the White and African American applicants.

This research supports that the modern racism scale is a measure

that may be useful in predicting racist attitudes or behaviors.

It

also demonstrates the strong impact that attractiveness plays in

employers' decision making processes.
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INTRODUCTION

I remember a time, a couple of years ago, when I decided
that I wanted to start back working after I had taken a

break for a while. Well, I had gotten my resume updated
and had reviewed the literature on interviewing skills to
prepare myself. I thought I was all ready to go when

suddenly I realized I wasn't. There was one very
important thing I had forgotten. Something so important
that it could make the difference between me getting a
job and not. I hadn't taken down the trench braids in my
hair! It was a very hot summer and since I hadn't been
working, i decided to do something new and different and
have my hair trench braided. Well, that hairstyle was
perfect for the summer heat and it looked very neat and
attractive, but would anyone in White America hire me
with African hair? I didn't think so, so I took my braids
down and pressed my hair real, real straight and then 1
was ready to go.

What was just portrayed in the previous paragraph is how I

perceived myself, an African American woman, as not ready for a job
interview because of the negative responses I expected from

employers. Not because my hair wasn't neat or radical, but it
definitely was not traditionally White American in appearance.

My

hairstyle was probably as traditionally African as one could attain.
On the face of it, this story may seem absurd; but many African
American women have experienced rejection and even termination

from their jobs because of it.

Cheryl Tatum of Crystal City,

Vifginia, knows that this issue is ho Joke. She was fired by Hyatt
Regency Hotel in Crystal Gity, Virginia, in 1987 because of her

hairstyle. Initially, Ms. Tatum said the management at the Hyatt did
not object to her braids; however, after wearing them for three
weeks, she said she was told to put them in a bun. Two weeks later,

"they told me to take my braids out and I could not return to the

premises until I took out my braids." She sued Hyatt on the basis of
racial discrimination.

Later they settled out of court (Jet, 1987).

A similar incident occurred for Pamela Mitchell with J.W.

Marriott Hotel management (Jet. 1988). The occurrence of such
incidents are probably far greater than those that are actually
publicized.

Purpose of Studv

Why would anyone seeking a good employee object if an
individual represents elements of the African culture in their

appearance?

It shouldn't make any difference at all, but apparently

it does to some people. Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act

prohibits discrimination oh the basis of race.

Therefore, according

to the Civil Rights Act of 1964, whether Black people have hair
straight as silk or they look as if they have just arrived from Africa
should bear no significance in consideration for a job. The same may
be said for the clothing that they wear. Many Americans

believe

they should wear a black or navy blue suit (i.e. "conservative"

appearance) to an interview. It is an unspoken rule. If an African
American wears traditional African clothing to a job interview,
would such dress have an Impact on his/her consideration for the

job?

Does identifying with one's African culture adversely affect

evaluation during a job interview?

If so, why?

attempt to demonstrate the "if so" question.

This study will

It cannot directly

answer the "why" question. However, ultimately, the "why" is of the
most importance to us all.

The reader may ask why issues of dress and appearance are

being addressed. For a person to attain a job, he/she usually must
present oneself in person for an interview for the position.

Many of

us would like to think we live in a colorblind society and that race,

ethnicity, or physical appearance would have no impact on decisionmaking in the hiring process. Many Americans believe that the

contrary is true: that being African American may affect a person

negatively in evaluation for a job, and even more so if he/she
appears to be trying to identify with an African heritage.

Many

factors appear to indicate that African Americans suffer
discrimination in American society.

First, we will examine

socioeconomic status.

Socioeconomic status of African Americans

Let us first take a look at the socioeconomic status, which is

related to the employment status of African Americans in America.
The Economist (March 3, 1990) succintly reports the plight:

Blacks are over twice as likely as whites to be jobless.
The median black family income is 56% of a white

family's. Nearly a third of all blacks, as against 10% of
whites, live below what is officially reckoned as the

poverty level; among them 45% of all black children, as
against 15% of white ones. A newborn black baby is
twice as likely as a white one to die before its first
birthday. The 31 million blacks in America are 12% of
America's population but supply nearly half its prison
population. A black man is six times as likely as a
white man to be murdered; homicide is the leading cause

of death of young black men. (pg. 17)

Lichter (1989) conducted a study that looked at the rural South
to evaluate recent economic and employment gains of American
Blacks. In that area, he found that two out of every five Blacks were

without jobs, could not find a full-time job or could not earn enough
to raise themselves above poverty thresholds.

Blau and Ferber (1987) further support the prevalent

consequences of discrimination in the United States after compiling
evidence from econometric studies. They found that even when

fairly refined measures of productivity-related characteristics are
held constant. Blacks and women earn less than Whites and men;
which is evidence for labor market discrimination.

The low socioeconomic status and employment rates that Blacks

are faced with may be, among other things, a reflection of
discriminatory practices in the selection phase of hiring in many

organizations. Braddock and McPartland (1987) report that when the
average employer tries to assess priority job traits, he seems to
4

perceive important racial and ethnic group differences.

When

generalizing about White and minority group workers of the same
sex and same educational level, many employers see Blacks as higher

risk employees, both in their attitudes about work and in their
previous training in useful skills for the job. Braddock and
McPartland conducted a national survey of employers that provided

evidence that employers are more likely to avoid hiring minorities in

jobs that emphasize academic achievement and thinking skills.

Statistical

Discrimination

If employers are hiring based on individual differences that are
relevant to job performance and the minority applicants actually
demonstrate lower levels of the desired traits, such practices are

not discriminatory.

The problem of discriminatioh occurs when the

employer makes a generalized assessment of the individual based on

group stereotypes. Aigner and Cain (1977) and Thurow (1969, 1975)
describe the process by which employers use negative group images
rather than direct assessments of individuals in the selection

process.

This exclusionary barrier is termed "statistical

discrimination."

Employers will consider a group identifier such as

sex or race in hiring decisions when they believe the traits on which

subgroups differ predict job performance, and when they are unable
or unwilling to determine individual differences within subgroups on
these traits. For example, let's say an employer needs to make a

decision and is lacking information about particular White and

Black

candidates. Employers who use a group identifier in selection will
expect to have a better statistical chance of hiring a desirable
worker because of their perception of average group differences on
job relevant traits.
Statistical discrimination occurs whenever an individual is

judged on the basis of the average characteristics of the group or
groups to which he or she belongs, rather than upon his or her own
personal characteristics.

The judgments may be correct, factual,

and objective in the sense that the group actually has the
characteristics that are ascribed to it, but the judgments are

incorrect with respect to many individuals within the group.

Thurow

(1969; 1975) has found that usually the use of race or any other
ethnic identifier in job selection means that a White will be chosen

over a Black or other minority applicant.

If a qualified minority job

candidate cannot escape a negative racial group profile when being

judged for employment, that individual is denied an equal
employment opportunity.

An example of this process is Thurow's economic job-

competition model. This model explains how an individual who
belongs to a group that has a lower probability of having a desired
characteristic, or a higher probability of having an undeSired

characteristic is completeiy excluded from the job in question.
Those statements were made in the 1970s and although I feel the

model has merit, I would not agree that all members in the subject

group will be completely excluded. However, even in the 1990s,

many Blacks will be and are being exclucled for this reason. As a
result, the linkage between individual characteristics and individual
earnings is broken. Many African Americans' earnings or
consideration for hiring are linked to the characteristics of their
peers, rather than by their own characteristics.

Stereotvpino

Another name for judging people by a group profile is

stereotyping.

Fiske (1987) states that according to the cognitive

view of stereotyping, prejudice and discrimination result from

normal cognitive processes applied to the perception of other people.
Just as people categorize things like furniture and clothing, they

also categorize Other people.

It is important to note that according

to Fiske category-based perceptions follow categorization,
inference, and memory. Devine (1989) has also done research on

stereotyping and demonstrated that there are automatic and

controlled processes involved In stereotyping, which affect our
categorization process.

She found that low-prejudice subjects

inhibited the automatically activated stereotype-congruent thoughts
that anyone who is aware of a stereotype has, and replaced them

with thoughts reflecting equality and negations of the stereotype.
was found that the vast majority of people were aware of the

negative stereotypes that existed pertaining to Blacks, and

regardless of whether they denied the validity of the stereotype, it
was impossible for them not to recall the negative associations.

It

The gist for this paper is that stereotypes and knowledge of them is
wide-spread in our society and may have a serious negative impact
on the African American in the job market.

Svmbolic Racism

Now let's return to the "why" part of the question. Why is it like
this?

The natural response would be racism, which I will define as

the extent to which non-African Americans hold negative attitudes
toward African Americans.

But could that be?

Public opinion polls

in recent years have shown a decline in reported racist responses,

along with increased acceptance of African Americans in most areas
of life (Campbell, 1971; Greeley & Sheatsley, 1971; Taylor et al.,

1978). Yet many Whites have firmly opposed school desegregation
and affirmative action programs. The opposition could not be simply
because African Americans don't need them.

African Americans need

these social programs badly. African Americans on the average
score lower than White Americans on scholastic aptitude tests

which is probably a result of the poorer quality education they

receive in segregated schools which is most widely due to depressed
socioeconomic status.

I stated earlier the dismal employment

situation African Americans face and the apparent discriminatory
practices that continue to hold them back unfairly.

McConahay,

Hardee and Batts (1981) believe that Whites recognize old-fashioned

racial beliefs to be socially undesirable racism but do not view
modern racial beliefs in the same way. So while these people might
8

agree with the statement, "Generally speaking, I favor full racial
integration", they would also agree with the statement, "Blacks have
more influence upon school desegregation plans that they ought to

have". They are less inclined to agree with overtly racist comments,

but may support ideas and thinking that oppress the African
American community.

The pioneering work in respect to modern racism theory has
been termed "symbolic racism" (McConahay & Hough, 1976).
References to "modern racism" and "symbolic racism" embody the

same theory. The most concise literary definition of symbolic
racism is "the expression in terms of abstract ideological symbols
and symbolic behaviors of the feeling that Blacks are violating
cherished values and making illegitimate demands for changes in the
racial status quo"(McConahay and Hough, 1976 p. 38). It is a social

psychological theory that has attempted to explain the different
perceptions of contemporary racial attitudes.

It distinguishes

between the old-fashioned form of racism of the early part of this

century and the form of racism arising after 1965 as a result of the
civil rights movement.

Old-fashioned racism refers to overt bigotry.

Examples would be support of miscegenation laws or suggestions of
the lowered innate intelligence of African Americans.

These beliefs

are described as "old-fashioned" because they are no longer socially
acceptable in our society today. That is, it is not socially
acceptable to direct Blacks to the back of the bus or openly

discriminate against Blacks simply because they are Black.

Behaviors constituting symbolic racism have three elements.
First, they are the expression of the feeling that Blacks are
becoming too demanding, too pushy in their drive for justice and
equality, that Blacks are not playing by the rules that applied to

earlier generations of deprived minorities, and that Biacks simply do

not deserve their most recent gains. The second element is the lack

of personal reference in making these judgments. Whites who feel

that Blacks are getting too much are hot using themselves or their
own experience as the standard. Apparently their values and sense

of propriety are threatened and they therefore fear for the survival
of the nation and fear that Blacks do not deserve to make further
demands or advances.

And the third element is that the racism is

expressed in symbols. Welfare, Black anger and militance, riots.

Black mayors, crime in the streets, affirmative action programs,
public officials sensitive to Black demands, fair housing laws - all
symbolize the unfair advances or demands of Blacks at the expense
of ''the values that made this nation great."

The theory of modern racism proposes that the affective
compohent of racial attitudes is acquired quite early in life and is

harder to change than the cognitive and conatative (policy

preference) components (McConahay & Hough, 1976). Hence, in our
society the affective component has changed more slowly over the
years than have other components and has continued to influence

White Americans' positions on newly emerging issues in race
relations.

Social scientists, social reformers, and racists in the
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1930s, 1940s and 1950s educated the public about what beliefs

were supposed to be racist; typically the old-fashioned, overt

bigotry type attitudes that were stated earlier.

Therefore, negative

attitudes about contemporary racial issues (eg. affirmative action

policies, civil rights legislation) have not been widely perceived by
Whites as racist.

McGonahay and Hough (1976) found that measures of symbolic
racism predicted voting preferences for a White incumbent who had
been seen as failing in the job over a very promising Black

challenger in the 1969 Los Angeles mayoral election, and symbolic
racism was itself correlated negatively with sympathetic
identification with the underdog and with education.
For this study, the modern racism scale will be used to assess
racism without the obviousness of older scales.

I think that this

scale will also predict preference for White job applicants over

African American job applicants and preference for African

Americans who appear assimilated to the White majority culture
over ones who appear to be identifying with their African culture.

Phvsical

Attractiveness

A rarely addressed but evident discriminatory practice is that

of hiring on the basis of physical attractiveness.

Interviewers may

be influenced by many variables like first impressions, stereotypes,

sex, or age. Interviewers collect considerable, but often incomptete

or irrelevant, information about an applicant before and during the
11

interview and then presumably use an attribution process to form a

complete impression of the person when making an employment
decision.

One of the variables that could influence interviewers is

the physical appearance of the applicant.

Traditional social-

psychological research (Berscheid & Walster, 1974; Dion, et al,
1972 ) indicates that people with more attractive physical
appearances are perceived as having more socially desirable traits
and behavioral tendencies, including expected occupational success.

Gilmore and Love (1986) conducted a study in which they found
that physical attractiveness of the applicant in their experiment
affected interview decisions.

Attractive applicants were perceived

as having a more appropriate personality for the job, were expected
to perform better than their less attractive counterparts and were
more likely to be hired. They concluded that the physical appearance
of the applicant appears to have a broad influence on employment
decisions arid judgments.

Morrow (1990) reviewed the literature on physical
attractiveness and selection decision making.

She stated that

physical attractiveness is conceptualized as a "beneficial status"
characteristic.

Research indicates that those high in status

characteristics (e.g. White, male, attractive) are perceived to have
more skills and abilities, superior performance, higher positions,
and more influence (Umberson & Hughes, 1987). Morrow pointed out

that there are a number of legal mandates precluding the use of sex,

race, and age (40 yrs & over) in formulating personnerdecisions.
/:12 ■ :

Although one demographic-like trait (physical attractiveness) has
repeatedly been shown to influence subjective evaluations, it has
escaped regulation.
Attractiveness seems to be another form of discrimination.

The majority of employers are White and will probably find White
job candidates more attractive than Black job candidates. The media
in America portrays White as right (and everyone knows that blondes
have more fun). The purpose of this research is not expressly to

demonstrate this particular relationship, but it is a fact that should

not be ignored and that probably has some impact on the hiring rates
of African Americans.

What I have described overall is evidence that our society still

contains very racist elements and is prejudiced against the African
American population. The expression of racism has changed and is

not as socially overt as that prior to the 1960s, or that which is
still seen in parts of the South today. The racism has been

institutionalized and appears in the form of African Americans not

being elected to political offices (Kinder & Sears, 1981).

It also

underlies the unemployment statistics and the devaluation of the
work accomplished by African Americans in industry (Pettigrew &
Martin, 1987). A study by Hamner, Kim, Baird, & Bigoness (1974)
tasked White subjects to rate the manipulated performance levels of
African American and White workers. They found that among

workers with equally high performance, African American workers
received significantly lower evaluations than White workers.
13

Racism even shows up in sports -- African American athletes'

successes are attrlbutecl to natural ability versus the ability to
think.

Taken together, all these factors indicate that although many

Whites support non-discrimination and equality in principle, they do

not support actual policy to bring these changes about (McConahay,
Hardee, & Batts, 1981; Economist, 1990).
The particular problem on which this study focuses is how
racism has affected the African American at the job entry stage of
employment. This study will look at this problem

by examining

preferences for White vs. Black applicants who are equally qualified
for a position and by examining preferences for assimilated African
Americans versus traditional-lookihg African Americans.

It is

hypothesized that African Americans who look assimilated (more

like White Americans) will be preferred to African Americans who
appear to be trying to identify with their culture in a job situation;
in addition, the more attractive an individual is (regardless of

assimilation) the more she will be preferred to less attractive
individuals.

Further, it is expected

that employers will prefer

African Americans of light complexion to those of dark complexions.
Finally it is expected that modern racism scores will correlate to

subjects' preferences for applicants as a measure of their race, and
assimilation vs. ethnic identity.

It is expected that high scores on

the modern racism scale will be correlated with ratings for the
White applicants, assimilated African American applicants, and

14

traditional African American applicants who appear to be trying to

identify with their culture.

METHOD

SUBJECTS

The data were collected from a sample of 111 graduate level or

upper division management students at California State University,
San Bernardino. Sixty six percent of the sample was currently

employed. Twenty four percent reported being a student in lieu of an
occupation and 10 percent gave no response to this question. Ages
ranged from 20 to 54 with 28 being the average and 23 being the

mode. Family income ranged from $5,000 a year to $200,000 a year
with a mean of $50,934. The ethnicity of the subjects reflected
59.5% Caucasian, 13.5% Asian, 11.7% other, 4.5% Black, 2.7% Native

American, and 8.1% did not respond. Forty eight percent of the
subjects were female, forty three percent were male, and 9% did not
respond to this question.

MATERIALS

Backaround Items.

A demographic information sheet was attached to the political
opinions survey. It asked for the occupation, years in occupation,
age, yearly family income, race and gender of the subjects.

15

Modern Racism Scale.

The questionnaire used in this experiment was entitled

"Political Opinions Survey" and contained
statements.

35 Likert opinion

Subjects were asked to answer using the following

scale.

1 strongly disagree
2 somewhat disagree
3 neither agree nor disagree or no opinion
4 somewhat agree
5 strongly agree
X I do not wish to answer

Thirty of the questionnaire items were filler questions dealing with

currently controversial topics.

The other five were questions

designed to measure modern racism. The modern racism scale was

developed to measure racism in the way that it is most likely

manifested today (McConahay, Hardee, & Batts, 1981). Because of
our changing society and the desire to answer questionnaires in a
socially desirable fashion, the old measures that have been
traditionally used to measure racism are no longer considered
adequate. The Modern Racism Scale is a scale that measures racism

in a form that most Whites don't recognize as being racist.

McGonahay, Hardee, and Batts (1981) conducted a study that
demonstrated that Whites recognize old-fashioned racial beliefs to
be socially undesirable but did not view modern racial beliefs in the
16

same way. The five modern racism items (with the directional
response scored as racist in parentheses) are in Table 1.

Table 1
It is easy to understand the anger of black people in America,
(disagree)
Blacks have more influence upon school desegregation plans than
they ought to have, (agree)

Blacks are getting too demanding in their push for equal rights,
(agree)

Over the past few years blacks have gotten more economically than
they deserve, (agree)

Over the past few years the government and news media have shown

more respect to blacks than they deserve, (agree)
Modern

Racism

Scale

•

Items

A copy of the consent form, political opinions survey and the subject
background information form is in Appendix A.

Selection Packet.

The selection packet contained a participant consent form,
eleven job applications with pictures of the applicants in the upper

right-hand corner, a clerical assistant job description, and an
applicant evaluation form. A sample selection packet is in Appendix
B.
17

PROCEDURE

As a pre-screenihg to select the pictures to be used in the
study, forty one pictures of females (White and African American)
were presented to a sample of 71 undergraduates at California State
University, San Bernardino. The students were enrolled in various
psychology courses.

The subjects were asked to rate each picture

using a scale of 1 (very much so) to 5 (not much at all) on three
dimensions.

The dimensions were attractiveness, identification

with their culture, and how "traditional appearing" they seemed.
A different sample of forty three subjects evaluated twenty job

applications.

The subjects were asked to read the job posting for a

clerical assistant position and based on that job description, rate

each application as to the applicant's qualifications for the job.

A

rating scale of 1-7 was used with 1 being under-qualified, 4 being
qualified (just right), and 7 being over-qualified.

It was the

experimenter's intention to make ten of the applicahts qualified

(just right), five under-qualified, and five over-qualified.

It was

originally planned to present each subject with twenty applications
to evaluate. Due to the large amount of time it would have

consumed, it was decided to utilize only the number of applications

needed to test the hypotheses plus four filler applications.
Therefore, the total number of applications used for the
manipulations was 7. Table 2 demonstrates the applicants for the
necessary manipulations. The seven applications used were those
rated most close to meeting the qualifications for the job and
18

probability of being hired (a criterion of at least 65% of the

subjects agreeing to hire a candidate was used). The pictures that
were used were selected based on the attractiveness and culturai

identity measures obtained from the pre-testing (see Table 2). The
unassimilated African American applicants were assigned names

that would strengthen the cultural identity effect.

Those names

were Umani Reshante and Phylisa Unte Shabazz. The tables in this
study reflect last names assigned only.

Further evidence of the comparability of attractiveness among
the pictures and equal qualifications with the applications was

found by t-tests.

No significant differences could be found when

looking across the groups^ although when looking at the group of
three unattractive women, there did appear to be a trend with

Mitchell being a little more attractive than Shabazz and Williams.
All subjects were told that they were about to participate in
two experiments. They were led to believe that the experimenter

was working in collaboration with another experimenter and
therefore collecting data for both of their research projects.

Subjects were handed one packet that contained a political opinions

survey, a subject background information form and a participant
consent form that explained that this was a comparative analysis of

election year political views. For the other study they received
another consent form that explained how many companies have found
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Table

2

Pre-scfeening

Means of

Pictures

Applications

Assigned

to

Selected

Stimulus

Attractive

and

Pictures

Unattractive

African

Gory

Mitchell

Americans

Attractiveness: Mn=2.38

Attractiveness: Mn=3.43

Assimilated

Cultural identity: Mn=2.76 Cultural identity: Mn=3.27
Qualification: Mn=3.88

Qualification: Mn=3.79

African

Umani

Shabazz

Americans

Attractiveness: Mn=2.44

Attractiveness: Mn=3.54

Unassimilated

Cultural identity: Mn-2.01 Cultural identity: Mn=2.62
Qualification: Mn=3.86

Qualification: Mn=3.86

White

Lucas

Williams

Americans

Attractiveness: Mn=2.29

Attractiveness: Mn=3.67

Qualification: Mn=3.70

Qualification: Mn=3.58

African

James

American

Attractiveness: Mn=2.9

Dark-

Cultural identity: Mn=2.9

Complexion

Qualification: Mn=3.88

Notes: 1. Name in the left hand corner is the last name assigned to a stimulus
application.
2. The lower the attractiveness score, the more attractive a person was
perceived. A scale of 1-5 was used with 1 being very much so, and 5 being not
much at all.

3. The lower the cultural identity score, the more that person was
perceived as trying to identify with her culture.
4. The qualification score reflects how qualified the application was
perceived for the job in question. These scores were attained before
pictures were attached to them. A scale of 1-7 was used with 1 being
underqualified, 4 being qualified (just right), and 7 being overqualified.
5. James was the picture selected for an apriori comparison for complexion.
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themselves overwhelmed with more jobseekers than the time to

interview them all. The purpose of the study was stated to be to
assess the feasibility and effioiency of a pre-screening process

being implemented into the hiring process of organizations. When
the subjects were finished with both experiments, they were handed

a debriefing form that explained the full nature of the study. The

debriefing statement given can be found in Appendix C.

RESULTS

Hypothesis 1 and 2

It was hypothesized that employers would prefer assimilated
African Americans to African Americans who appear to be

identifying with their African culture.

It was also hypothesized

that employers would prefer more attractive women (regardless of
assimilation) to less attractive women.

To test hypotheses 1 & 2 two repeated measures ANOVAs were

performed using the dependent variables of "ability to do job" and

"likeliness of you interviewing".

applicants were used:

The four African American

Gory (assimilated and attractive), Mitchell

(assimilated and unattractive), Umani (unassimilated and

attractive), and Shabazz (unassimilated and unattractive).
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Although

2 one-way ANOVAs could have been used to test hypotheses 1 and 2
separately, a tvyo-way ANOVA was selected to test for any possible
interaction effects of attractiveness and assimilation. See ANOVA
results in Table 3.

table 3

ANOVA Results For Hypotheses 1 and 2
(Four

African

American

applicants)

PV = Ability to do lob ratings
JVB

Sum of Variatioh
Assimilation
Within

2.48

Cells

Attraction

Within

.44

10.20

Cells

Attraction

x

Assimilation

.60
1.66

Within Cells

DV

=

Llkeliness

Sum of Variation

Assimilation

of

you
JVB

3.17

Within Cells
Attraction

.99
14.45

Within Cells
Attraction

.46

x

1.08

Assimilation 1.95

Within Cells

.80
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DF
1

F

5.59

109
1

109
1

16.97

107
1

107
1

107

<.005

-

3.61

.060

-■

interviewing
1

.020

-

109

df

P

ratings

F

P

3.21

.076

-

13.41

<.005

-

2.43
-

.122

Table

4

Means and Standard Deviations for Hypotheses 1 and 2
(Four

African

ATTRACTIVE

Anierlcan

applicants)

UNATTRACTIVE

Gory

Mitchell

Ability: 5,48, 80:1.15 Ability: 5,30, 80:1.21

Ability Mn=5.39

Intvw: 5.32, SO:1.34

Intvw: 5.09, 80:1.34

Intvw Mn=5.21

Umani

Shabazz

Ability: 5.75, 80:1.06 Ability: 5.33, 80:1.09 Ability Mn=5.54
Intvw: 5.63, 80:1.17

Intvw: 5.13, 80:1.25

Mn = 5.62

Intyw Mn=5.38

Mn = 5.32

Hire Mn = 5.11

Hire Mn = 5.48

Note: Scale used: 1 = very low, 4 = medium, 7 = very high

No support was found for hypothesis 1. Table 3 demonstrates a

significant effect for assimilation, but the effect is in the opposite
direction of that originally hypothesized.

Table 3 shows the failure

to find a significant effect for assimilation for the dependent

variable "likeliness of you interviewing", Strong support was found
for hypothesis 2. The two attractive applicants were rated
considerably higher on ability to do job and likeliness of being
interviewed, although the applications (before the pictures were
attached) did not receive such disparate ratings.

No interaction was

found between attraction and assimilation for "ability to do the job"

■ ' ■
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but one was found for the "likeliness of you interviewing" variable.

This was probably due to the very high ratings that applicant Umani
(who was attractive and unassimilated) received. See Table 4 for
ANOVA means and standard deviations.

To investigate further the effects for attractiveness and
cultural assimilation, an ANOVA was run for each dependent

Table

5

ANOVA Results for Hypotheses 1 and 2
(All six applicants)
DV = Ability to do job ratings
Sum of Variation

m
1.45

Assimilation

Within Cells

.50

Attractiveness

13.22

Within

Attraction

Cells

x

Assimilation

Within Cells

DV

=

Likeliness

Sum of Variation

of

2

.48

216

you
m

Attractiveness

36.94

Attraction

Cells
x

Assimilation

Within Cells

1

.87

.84

Within

216

108

Cells

Within

2

.52

1.73

Assimilation

DF

1.14

2.92

DF

1

106
1

106
2

.75

212

P

.056

-

25.53

<.005

-

1.79

.169

-

interviewing

.75

24

F

ratings

F

P

2.06

.129

-

32.43

<.005

-

3.60
-

.029

variable using 6 applicants (2 White, 2 assimilated African
Americans, and 2 unassimilated African Americans). See Table 5 for
ANOVA results and Table 6 for means and standard deviations.

Table

6

Means and Standard Deviations for Hypotheses 1 and 2

(Ali

six

applicants)

ATTRACTIVE

UNATTRACTIVE

Gory

Mitchell

Ability: 5.47, 80:1.14 Ability: 5.29, 80:1.21
Intvw: 5.32, SO: 1.34

Intvw: 5.08, 80: 1.34

Umani

Shabazz

Ability Mn=5.38
Intvw Mn=5.20

Ability: 5.74, 80:1.06 Ability: 5.32, 80:1.09 Ability Mn=5.53
Intvw: 5.63, 80: 1.17

Intvw: 5.12, 80: 1.26

Lucas

Williams

Ability: 5.53, 80:1.01

Ability: 5.28, 80:1.18 Ability Mn=5.41

Intvw: 5.61, 80: 1.15

Intvw; 4.92, 80: 1.21

Intvw Mn=5.38

Intvw Mn=5.27

Ability Mn = 5.58

Ability Mn = 5.30

Intvw Mn = 5.52

Intvw Mn = 5.04

Note: Scale used: 1 = very low, 4 = medium,7 = very high
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Hypothesis

3

Hypothesis 3 stated that African Americans of light complexion
would be preferred to African Americans pf dark complexion, t-

tests were used to make a comparison between Gory (light

complexion) and James (dark complexion). No support was found for
Gory being prefered to James on "ability to do the job" or "likeliness
of being interviewed", (t = -2^66 for ability to do job, p<.05; t = 
2.89 for likeliness of you interviewing, p<.05). The mean rating that
Gory received on ability to do job was 5.46, versus 5.74 for James.

For "likeliness of you interviewing" ratings. Gory received a mean of
5-34, versus 5,72 for James.

Because the two applicants did differ somewhat on

attractiveness (t = 2.55, p<.05: means for overall appearance - Gory
= 5.58 and James = 5 38), an analysis of covariance, using
attractiveness (overall appearance) ratings as a covariate was

performed.

Table 7 presents these results, which demonstrate that

after accounting for attractiveness. Gory and Jarhes still differed on

the two dependent variables, "Pbility to do the job" and "likeliness of
you interviewing", with James receiving higher ratings.
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Table

7

ANOVA for Hypothesis 3 (Attractiveness as a coVariate)
DV = AbMitv to do job
Source of Variation
Covariate

Attractiveness 68.07

Within Cells

Applicant

m

Abilitv

=

Covariate

1

Applicant

interview

Within Cells

Hypothesis

of
m

Attractiveness 60.27

Within Cells

53.67

5.18

Likeijness

Source of Variation

1
107

.44

1.56
11.52
.74

<.005


11.86

107

you

P

F

1.27

Within Cells

DV

DF

.<001



interviewing

DF

1
105
1
105

F

38.59

P
<.005


15.54

.<005



4

Hypothesis 4 stated that scores obtained on the modern racism
scale would be correlated to the ratings subjects gave applicants on

"ability to do job" and "likeliness of you interviewing".

A reliability

of ,58 was obtained on the five items that made up the modern
racism scale. Scores on the modern racism scale had descriptive

values of: Mn = 11.97, SD = 4.08, Range - 5 - 25, N = 104, Median =
12.00, and Skewness = .255. The lowest one could possibly score

was 5 and the highest was 25, meaning the full range was reached.
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The scores were modestly positively skewed, but not significantly
different from a normal distribution.

To use racism as an independent variable in an ANOVA, the top
and bottom third of the sample's racism scores were used. The top
one-third was defined as high racism. These subjects had scores

that were greater than 12, (n=46). The low one-third was defined as
low racism. These subjects had scores that were less than or equal
to 10, n=35. In an attempt to identify extreme groups, among which

hiring preferences could be predicted, the middle third of the sample
(those scoring 11 or 12) was not used in the analysis. Hence, the

total n for this analysis was 81. See Table 8 for ANOVA results and
Table 9 for means and standard deviations.

These analyses demonstrate that people scoring high on the
modern racism scale rated almost every applicant lower than

subjects who scored lower on the scale. Figure 1 demonstrates how
ratings varied as a result of scoring high or low on the racism scale.
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Table

ANOVA

Results

8

for

Hypothesis 4
job ratings

Source of Variation

MS

Racism

19.56

F

P

4.41

.039

DF

1

4.43

79

1.38

2

2.61

.076

Racism X Assimilation

.13

2

24

.789

Within

Cells

.53

158

Attractiveness

10,69

1

19.28

<.005

.60

.439

Within Cells
Assimilation

-

-

Racism X Attractiveness

.34

1

Within Cells

.55

79

.29

2

.57

.565

Race X Attrac X Assim

.09

2

.17

.841

Within

.51

158

Assimilation

DV

x

Attraction

Cells

=

Likellness

Of

Source of Variation

you

MS

Racism

16.91

Within Cells
Assimilation

Racism X Assimilation

-

-

Interviewing
F

P

3.58

.062

DF
1

ratings

4.73

78

1.50

2

.96

.383

1.65

2

1.06

.349

156

-

Within Cells

121.48

Attractiveness

28.91

1

23.22 <.000

Racism X Attractivenessi.83

1

1.47

Within

78

Cells

Assimilation

x

97.12
Attraction 2.80

Race X Attrac X Assim
Within Cells

.83

126.41

29

-

.230

-

2

1.73

.181

2

.51

.599

156

-

Table

Means and Standard

9

Deviations for Hypothesis 4

ATTRACTIVE

UNATTRACTIVE

Gory

Mitchell

Ability

Ability

African

LowR: 5.66, SD:.91

LowR: 5.37, SD: 1.22

Americans

HiR: 5.17, SD:1.27

HiR: 5.00, SD: 1.1

Assimilated

Intvw

Intvw

LowR: 5.57, SD: 1.20

LowR: 5.14, SD: 1.33

HiR: 4.98, SD: 1.45

HiR: 4.82, SD: 1.27

Umani

Shabazz

African

Abi l ity

Ability

Americans

LowR: 5>89, SD: 1.02

LowR: 5.49, SD:.95

Unassimilated

HiR: 5.44, SO: 1.11

HiR: 5.04, SD: 1.1

Intvw

Intvw

LowR: 5.77, SO: 1.14

LowR: 5.23, SD: 1.09

HiR: 5.29, SD: 1.25

HiR: 4.78, SD: 1.30

Lucas

Williams

White

Ability

Ability

Americans

LowR: 5.66, SD: .80

LowR: 5.29, SD: .99

HiR: 5.22, SD: 1.05

HiR: 5.04, SD: 1.28

Intvw

Intvw

LowR: 5.74, SD: 1.09

LowR: 4.86, SD: 1.09

HiR: 5.31, SD: 1.15

HiR: 4.87, SD: 1.31
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Figure 1

Graph of Mean Ratings for Hypothesis 4
(Attractive

Applicants)
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4.6

Figure 2

Graph of Mean Ratings for Hypothesis 4
(Unattractive
• Low Racism
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DISCUSSION

Introduction

The original and main hypothesis proposed was that high scores
on the modern racism scale would correlate with preferences for job

applicants (qualifications held constant).

This hypothesis was

supported, and lends some support to the modern racism theory of
McConahay and Hough (1977) and the statistical discrimination

theories of Aigner and Cain (1977) and Thurow (1969, 1975). Modern
racism scores gave an indication as to the valuation of the ability of
African American applicants and to the likeliness of one
interviewing an African American applicant.

Racism is not a

problem of the past and it does effect minorities at the job entry

stage of employment. It may also be important to note that this
effect was found among a population of people who are probably
exposed to more diverse groups of people than many Americans.
Statistical discrimination occurs whenever an individual is

judged on the basis of the average characteristics of the group to
which he or she belongs, even though that individual may not possess

those characteristics. By hiring a person who does not belong to the

stigmatized group, an employer perceives his chances of selecting a
desirable worker as greater.

This research supports statistical

discrimination being used by those in the high racism group.

Subjects in the high racism group gave consistently lower ratings to

African American applicants than those given by subjects in the low
33

racism group.

It is possible that the individuals in the high racism

group were attributing negative group stereotypes to the African
American job applicants.
It was felt that this research would also demonstrate some

perceptions that many African Americans believe to be true. There
is often talk regarding these perceptions, but actual research in

these areas was not to be found. Hypothesis 1 tested the perception
that employers would prefer assimilated African Americans to

African Arhericans who appear to be identifying with their culture.

Briefly, to describe the concern some African Americans have
regarding assimilation: A popular talk show aired on January 24,
1992, that had the theme "Blacks who want to look White". Two

young Black women were at the center of this discussion. One

woman was very light complexioned, had very straight hair, and was
dressed in today's latest fashions. The other woman, a friend of
hers, had braids in her hair and wore an African print outfit. This

second woman looked very "cultural". The light complexioned woman
told the audience that she continually bleached the skin on her
hands, face, and neck and that she had had some minor plastic

surgeries. She claimed she did all of these things because It was
necessary for her to look a certain way to move up the corporate
ladder on her job. It was the consensus of most of the people in the

studio that day that this young woman would probably be preferred
to the African American woman who was dressed in the African

garb, wearing braids in her hair.
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This research, however, did not support assimilaited African

Americans being preferred to African Americans appearing to
identify with their culture as the above talk show suggested, but

there may have been confounds that affected this outcome. Because
we believed that attraction played a large role in selection decision

making, we tried to hold attractiveness constant. To hold
attractiveness constant meant that we sacrificed some control in

the assimilation factor.

There were only two women in the

assimilated group and two in the unassimilated (cultural identity)
group, and really not as wide of a difference in their assimilation
scores as was desired. There were individuals who had appeared
more "cultural" than the ones we used, but whose attractiveness

scores were significantly different from the other women in the

group. This hypothesis could have been tested better by having more
highly rated assimilated figures and more highly rated

unassimilated figures in the applicant pool. Subjects only saw head
shots with shoulder-only views of the applicants' clothing.

Stronger

manipulations might include a head to waist picture or staging faux
interviews where the subject is asked to sit in with a panel of other
interviewers.

One could also try to include other stimulus items

that would indicate the racial identification of a person, eg. hobbies.
Umani, the attractive, unassimilated African American

applicant received the most preferential scores of all the
applicants. Subjects' scores for her are probably what made the

effect for assimilation significant in the opposite direction of that
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expected. In Figures 1 and 2, graphs of the mean ratings given as a
measure of racism scores is displayed. These graphs might have

been more in line with what was hypothesized if it were not for the

sharp rise that is witnessed by Umani's scores in the attractive

group's figures.

It is difficult to ascertain why she was rated so

highly by subjects. Umani was not rated as attractive as Lucas or

Gory in the pretesting, but her qualification score was higher than
Lucas', although a little bit lower than Gory's. Perhaps social

desirability factors prompted subjects to prove that they were not

racist and give Umani (attractive, qualified, and definitely Black)
high ratings.

Hypothesis 2 stated that subjects would discriminate based on
attractiveness, with more attractive women being preferred

(qualifications held constant).

This was definitely found to be the

case. These findings are consistent with those of Gilmore and Love

(1986) and Morrow (1990). The attractive applicants were preferred
to the unattractive applicants in every situation.

Another perception that many African Americans have is that
African Americans of light complexion are preferred by employers to
those of dark complexions. Hypothesis 3 was designed to test this

but no support could be found for this perception. The testing of this

hypothesis could be far improved in the light of the fact that only
one comparison was made to test it; that between applicant Gory and
applicant James. Surely to draw any hard conclusions, more than one
target comparison needs to be made.
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This comparison was interesting nevertheless.

Gory was

considered far more attractive than James in the pretesting (See

Table 1). Gory was light complexioned and James was dark
complexioned. The applications that were used for these two
applicants received exactly the same rating for qualifications.

Every other statistical analysis ran on this data demonstrated a very
strong effect for preference for the most attractive candidate, yet
in this one comparison, James was preferred to Gory. This result

may have been due to social desirability factors. Experiments
conducted in the past demonstrated that the modern racism scale
was non-reactive and that subjects would not change their ratings
based on the race of the experimenter. For that reason it was

believed that incorporating a social desirability scale into the

political opinions survey was not necessary. What was probably

reactive though was subjects receiving eleven applications with all
of the Black applicants qualified for the position and most of the
White applicants not (4 filler applicants).

The experimenter was

also African American. Given these cues, many subjects may have

guessed that the research had something to do with race and

prejudice and may have made a special attempt to not discriminate
against the dark skinned African American applicants.
It may also be important to note that the job in question was
one of a clerical assistant.

Braddock and McPartland (1987)

conducted a national survey of employers that provided evidence

that employers are more likely to avoid hiring minorities in jobs
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that emphasize academic achievement and thinking skills.
Therefore, whatever discrimination we might witness at the

clerical assistant or custodian position level may be magnified when
looking at high paying jobs that involve status and power.

Gonclusion

The problem addressed in this study is one of great importance,

yet one that many in society aren't interested in, choose to ignore
(maybe because it is too difficult or controversial to study), or
really don't believe exists.

I know that those who choose to ignore this problem of racial

inequality and discrimination know that it exists. Some choose this
venue because they like it this way and want ndthing more than to
maintain the status quo.

Those who aren't interested may or may not be aware of the

problem but have had other concerns or interests that have taken
priority over this. This often happens when people don't see a
problem as theirs, but as the recent LA riots and history have shown
us, injustices inflicted on a select group or class of people often
become the problem of the society in general sooner or later.
This research was Intended to demonstrate to those (Black and

White) who truly believe that racism and discrimination is a thing of
the past; the ones who really can't understand why Black people are
angry, that this problem does exist,
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This study suggests racism does effect hiring practices. In a

society where the majority of those in power (those hiring) are of
one race, and racism exists, other races are at a disadvantage - they

will be discriminated against.

America is lagging too far behind

economically to not take advantage of all the resources it has at its
disposal. And racism is too prevalent to continue to ignore.

Employers also need to be aware that more attractive people are
rated preferentially, even when not more qualified.

I believe that

being aware that these patterns exist is the first step we can take
in order to avoid discriminating on these bases. If people know that
this is the case, maybe they will stop and examine the assumptions

they are making in the employment selection decision-making
process.

Maybe people will ask themselves if stereotypes are

playing a part in their decisions and if they are hiring people

because they like the way they took or the size of their bust-line. If
employers will not regulate themselves in this manner, they are

likely to see more suits, cheat themselves out of good employees,
and subject themselves to more governmental regulation.

Recommendations for Future Research

Ail of the hypotheses proposed in this study were not confirmed,
although there is considerable room for improvement in this
research's design. Consider this research to be a stepping stone of
framework for more research that studies the impact of race and
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disGrimination in the area of employment. Some modifications that
could be made to improve this research are:

1. The applications uSed were handwritten. Have them typed
instead. Some subjects commented that some applicants had messy

handwriting. This was a confound that was not accounted for.
2.

Utilize more job applicants as to disguise the racial content

of the study. One could possibly give half of the subjects only
African American job applications and measure skin color and
assimilation differences.

The other half of the subjects could be

given White applications only. One could then compare the ratings
across race. This might be the best way to control social
desirability

ratings.

3. Obtain pictures with strong assimilated features and strong
unassimilated features.

In the present study, these features were

too close and may be what hindered finding an affect for
assimilation.

4. Consider having a non-African American experimenter

oversee the part of the study where the African American applicants
are rated.

5.

This may suppress social desirability ratings.

Incorporate some Strong-Marlow social desirability items in

the political opinions survey so that social desirability can be
assessed if it is occurring.

6. Obtain at least three pictures for each of the target groups

to be assessed, eg. Three light complexioned African Americans,
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three dark complexioned African Americans, three assimilated
African Americans, three attractive White Americans, etc...
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Appendix A

Political Qplnions Survey Packet
Dippartement ofPsychology
California State University,San Bernardino
Paiticipant Consent

This study is a comparative analysis ofelection year political views. Similar surveys have
been administered nation-wide during election years and non-election years. No particular
theory is being proved or disproved. We are evaluating the views and beliefs ofour
society at different points in time.

Because this questionnaire asks your views on issues that may be sensitive or personal,it
is importantthat you know that your participation is totally voluntary. If at any point you
feel uneasy and do not wish to continue,it is your right to stop.

Upon completion ofthis study,results will be made available by contacting the office of
Janet Kottke. Her office location is PS-l16 and campus extension is 5585.

I understand the purpose ofthis study and know that I am free to stop participating at any
time.

Signed:

^

^

Date:.
Detach Here

(Participant Copy)
Depai'tement ofPsychology
California State University,San Bernardino

Participant Consent

This study is a compara,tive analysis ofelection year political views. Similai*surveys have
been administered nation-wide during election years and non-election years. No particular
theory is being proved or disproved. We are evaluating the views and beliefs ofour
society at different points in time.

Because this questionnaire asks your views on issues that may be sensitive or personal,it

is importantthat you know that your participation is totally voluntaiy. Ifat any point you
feel uneasy and do not wish to continue,it is your right to stop.

Upon completion ofthis study,results will be made available by contacting the office of
Janet Kottke. Her office location is PS-l16 and campus extension is 5585.

■

' .

■ ■
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Political Opinions Survey

Instructions: On the pages that follow are a number of opinion statements
about public issues, politics, and your beliefs about the world in general. You
are under no obligation to give an opinion on any item. Your replies will be
completely confidential and anonymous. We are interested only in group
averages and percentages, so do not put your name or anything else on this
form that might identify you. If you do not have an opinion or choose not to
answer a question, please indicate that as to leave no question blank. Please
use the following scale to indicate your degree of agreement with each item,
1 strongly disagree
2 somewhat disagree
3 neither agree nor disagree or no opinion
4 somewhat agree
5 strongly agree
X I do not with to answer

1.
2.
3.

The country is in better shape economically now than 10 years ago.
The American government should implement a national health
program that would provide free health care to all Americans.
The country is better run under Republican (presidential)
administration.

\4.

Asian immigrants have contributed much to America (the United
States.)

.5.

It is easy to understand the anger of black people in America.

6.
_1.

Illegal immigration from Mexico should be totally curtailed.
Cultures that are traditionally under-represented should become
involved in
politics.
Politicians are protecting their own self-interests over those of the

8.

common

9.

10.

11.
12.
.13.
14.
..15.
16.

17.

person.

There should be more blacks on major network TV shows.

Asians have unfair advantages in the business world.

More business opportunities shoiild be given to others than Asians.
Conservative governments are more effective than liberal ones.
If you are a hard worker, you will always be assured a decent job.
Over the past few years blacks have gotten more economically than
they deserve.
Immigrants should not be given jobs before native-born Americans.
Politicians should be held accountable for their private lives as well
as their political ones.
Blacks have more influence upon school desegregation plans than
they ought to have.

18.

It is appropriate to ask presidential candidates if they have ever been

19.
20.
21.

unfaithful to their spouse.
Welfare programs should be cut.
Blacks are getting too demanding in their push for equal rights,
We should always spend money to support space exploration, despite
the state of the econoniy.
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1 strongly disagree
2 somewhat disagree

3 neither agree nor dis.agree Or^ no opinion
4 somewhat agree
5 strongly agree
X I do not with to answer

11.
_23.

America (the United States) should continue to take a dominant role
in global polities.
The President should concentrate more on domestic -- rather than
international

--

affairs.

_24.

Over the past few years the government and news media have shown

15.

Japan should not be allowed to export items to the United States if they
do not open their markets to American products.
A not guilty black man is more likely to be convicted of a crime than

more respect to blacks than they deserve.

_26.
11.
_28.

_29.

his counter-part of another race.
The Japanese are better manufacturers and managers than we are.
The United States should only allow immigration from countries with
similar cultural values and profiles.
Minorities are still handicapped by unfair barriers in many areas in
the United States.

_30.

_31.
_32.
_33.
_34.

_35.

Quotas to hire minorities should never be used in employment
practices.
More money should be given to support public education.
More blacks should run for political office.
Families should be subsidized if they want to send their children to
private schools.
The gay and lesbian community should be granted the same legal
status as other minorities in order to help deter discrimination
against them.
Overall, the American political system is working well.
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Subject Background Information
Occupation:
Years in occupation:

Age:

Yearly family income:

Race (Circle one): (Asian) (Black) (Caucasian) (Native Amer) (Other)
Gender (Circle one): (Female) (Male)

Appendix B
SeleGtion

Packet

Department of Psychology
California State University, San Bernardino
Participant Consent

The purpose of this study is to assess the feasibility and efficiency of a pre
screening process being implemented into the hiring process of organizations.
Many companies have found themselves bombarded with many more
jobseekers than they can possibly interview using traditional methods. This
study will try to determine if utilizing a low cost pre-screening process can
provide the employer with all the benefits of actually interviewing every single
applicant, without the cost or time that it would expend to actually conduct
interviews.

You will be given twenty job applications and a description of the Job being
applied for. You will then be asked to provide an evaluation of each subject.
This will involve approximately 30 - 45 minutes of your time. In participating in
this study, you are assured complete anonymity. You are also free not to
participate or to cease participating at any time. When the study is completed,
the results will be made available to interested subjects by contacting De'Nean
Coleman (880-5038) or Dr. Janet Kottke (PS-116, 714-880-5585).
Summary
1. I understand the purpose of this study and what my participation will entail.

2. I understand that I am free to discontinue my participation in this study at any
time, and without penalty.
3. I understand that my responses will remain anonymous, but that group

results of the study will be made available to me at my request.
4. I understand that at my request, I can receive additional explanation of this
study after my participation is completed.
Signature

Date
Detach

Here

When the study on the pre-screening interview process is completed, results
will be made available to interested subjects by contacting De'Nean Coleman
(880-5038) or Dr. Janet Kottke in PS-116/ 714-880-5585.
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APPLICANT EVALUATION FORM

Instructions: Based on the application submitted and the job posting, rate each applic.
on the stated dimensions. Make the best decision you can with the information given.
Use the rating scale of 1 - 7.
Very Low

Applicant #

Very High

Medium

3

4

Ability To

Overall

Projected

Do Job

Appearance

Longevity Impression

Overall

Likeliness

you

of

interviewing

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
1 1
12

13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20

Is there anything that you particularly liked or disliked about any of these
applicants?.
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EMPLOYMENT AND CLASSIFICATION
PERSONNEL SERVICES

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN DIEGO CA 92182-0741

(619)594-5835 '
, ■
VACAWCi'ANTOJNCaiSJr

CLERICAL ASSISTANT II
.STUDENTHEALTH SERVICES' ■
Announcement No.9722

V Full-time temporary appointment to expire on or before June 30, 1M
SALARY;

$1,692 - 1,995 mo.
$20,304 - 23,940 yr.

RgSPCNSigiLITIESi. This position supports the Director of Health Promotion and Health

Promotion Department by providing clerical assistance including answering phones, scheduling
ap(»intments, typing correspondence, reports and projects; acting as the main receptionist for
staff members in the department; ordering departmentai supplies and educational materials;
.tracKing budget information; compieting purchase order requisitions; making travel
arrangements and processing travel reimbursement; cbrnmonicating with local, state, and
national agencies in relation to departmental activities; and assisting in other areas as
..requestefd.;

MINIMVM QIJALIFICATICrtg; One year of clericai experience. Ability to type at a iTiinimum
corrected speed of 45 wpm.

SPECIALIZED SKII I.R;, Clericai experience in a college/university medical/or otherwise
related environment. Experience with Macintosh computers. Ability to learn, interpret and
apply health promotion policies. Must possess good interpersonai, written and vdrbal
communication sitiils.

APPLICATIQN PRCCEPCRES; Applicants must complete the SDSU employment application
and supplemental application for Clerical Assistant it. An original typing certificate less

than one year old verifying minimum typing speed of 45 Wpm must be recorded
"
Services by closing date. Applications are available at San Diego State
university. Personnel Services. 3rd floor Administration Building, Sati Diego, CA 92182
Recruitment closes Wednesday, January 22,: 1992, at 3:00:p.m.
■ MLM-.1/8/82■,

STATE UNIVERSITY IS COMMITTED TO A DIVERSE WORKFORCE AND
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND IS AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

THE CALIFORNIA STOTE UNIVERSITY
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PROFESSIONAL TEMPS

EMPLOYMENT APPUCATION

290 North D St., Suite 100
San Bernardino,CA 92404
PHOTO

PERSONAL DATA
NAME

LAST

FIRST

MIDDLE

SSN

DAlt

STATE

ZIP

3-IS -52

STTIEET ADDRESS

CITY

I?)2 L
lOav
HOME PHONE NUMBER

MESSAGE PHONE NUMBER POSITION DESIRED

986- 30^ 2-

CA

( )

C\cMLaJ.

N/a

DATE AVAILABLE

t 7T

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
DO YOU HAVE A G.ED.CERTIHCATE? No
UNIYERSITY/COLLEGE ATTENDED FROM

TO

GRADUATE?

UNITS

MATOR SUBJECT

K//A

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
EMPLOYER ^^cUo

PHONE NUMBER (^ii^

/Vvr.
C^r/»

SAIARY

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

CcaJjCa'

ADDRESS -rryr
aiY,STATE& ZIP CODE flexor

START:

FROM

CA 

TO

PHONE

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

- <;?OCjn

i\^0

FINAL:

3-^2

.

TITLE

JOB TITLE:

NAME

A^ir( S

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED
dlkr f

c

^c<vcu3

i ^ .

^ CV'^udlAr- dOshk

I

. i

r fl ^

^

^

REASON FORIJEAVING

EMPLOYER

SALARY

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

' '

START:

ADDRESS

FROM

QTY,STATE& ZIP CODE

TO

FINAL

PHONE NUMBER ( )

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONE

JOB TITLE:

TITLE
NAME

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

REASON FOR LEAVING

'

:

EMPLOYMENT REFERENCES
NAME

fia M V

"T'eLJKcU£Ar

Carats

(2Sl SHcli

:SD0S LwJSftKt

OGCUPATION

TFIFPHONE

ADDRESS

"JOl S..

CA

j

•7fH-

T --2.^7 7 Pe^iowvvAC JvAAvuac^/v
- SUOO TV'aA-K' 1>Vi

;2I3 - S5 3 -:2)jr3 '|lX€v^i■I4 L

Professional Temps, Inc. is an Equal Opportumty employer, mi appui-ai....

considerationfor employment without regard to race, religion, color, national ongm, ancestry,
age, sex or handicaps.

—r—

_

,

tU/u>€S
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PROFESSIONAL TEMPS

EMPLOYMENT APPUCATION

290 North D St.,Suite 100
San Bernardino,CA 92404
PHOTO

PERSONALDATA
LAST

FIRST

MIDDLE

(xne.s

rAMVA

LVAJAy

NAME

SnrREET ADDRESS m- gzj

DAlt

SSN

XT'8SI4-Z
ZIP

STATE

CITY

(7

HOME PHONE NUMBER

DATEAVAIIABLE

MESSAGE PHONE NUMBER POSITION DESIRED

( )

nIa

ASA?»

ASir JL

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

—

GRADUATE?

UNITS

MAIORSUBIECT

TO

UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE ATTENDED FROM

J // n——
A
p*
employment HISTORY

EMPLOYER

Rc^a>^\iwo

ADDRESS XiOf NDHTH
QTY,SrATE& ZIP CODE
PHONE NUMBER Hit)

A4ehirj<i

SALARY

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

6£A/t«.

VJAjfpfJtJLtJ
fp^^/ANtMo

FROM

TO

tA

I'AO

START:

1230

,^^^0

FINAL:

i5ZO

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

m

JOB TITLE:

TITLE

l£/I^fLhS,

NAME

YolAN/1)A

PHONE

MAWAfcrEe

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

SALARY

EMPLOYER

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

ADDRESS

FROM

START:

QTY.STATE& ZIP CODE

TO

FINAL:

PHONE NUMBER ( )

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONE

JOB TITLE:

TITLE
NAME

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

REASON FOR UEAVING

OFFE-ttab

wnM

G-R-SATEg. f%?>;>rE-TuM irv

fbjL—A'hVANf,&M£NT

EMPLOYMENT REFERENCES
isPi TA

TPIFPHONF.

ADDRESS

NAME

ELM ^r.jTHOMi £lvlf:E.^Wo

£r2.AHAM

PAv

Wr2.tAf/

972C.<;

PAU - Vn=

Cim\v

^LAUTE

?00 P . WA^HlAltrTOf^/

?oi-

22i;i
'
18:^3

VAud

Tni^

Rqgx

Tli^-z^XX- OfoOi

fionn M.6g£j>/^HAvs/
PA-.
WiLUAtM
Uw^
Professional Temps,Inc. is an Equal opportunity Employer, nu appueoiiii.

OCCUPATION
iAL-tS.

fifJ»ej:tEA2TAT»\/E

fthiANUAi

AVit/KnX

ItACri&Z-S

ASiS.iTAK/T

yVTTOOZwC-V

consideration for employment withoutregard torace,religion,color,national ongm,ancestry.
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EMPLOYMENT APPUCATION

PROFESSIONAL TEMPS

290 North D St., Suite 100
San Bernardino,CA 92404
PERSONAL DATA
NAME

LAST

FIRST

MIDDLE

PHOTO

DATE

SSN

V69-/5^-3oo|
STREET ADDRESS

CA

r1oi{er^Ci
HOME PHONE NUMBER

3-/r-7a
ZIP

STATE

CITY

MESSAGE PHONE NUMBER

( ) u/a

POSITION DESIRED^ DATE AVAILABLE
Cjj^acAL UsSlSfANl
;

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE ATTENDED

FROM

TO

MAIORSUBTECT

UNITS

GRADUATE?

Aior AppLfCA^LiF

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

EMPLOYER'
ADDRESS

fhe.rY\P<M£N7(f
3iciritA Auc.

CITY,STATE& ZIP CODE
PHONE NUMBER (7i^)

^ CA

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

93335*

<5*000

^-^0

START: O^O

TO

3-')'^

FINAL: ,s-SO
PHONE 7/V
(/tSok

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

JOB TITLE:

title

CcfCicAt- AsSiSrAAir

SALARY

FROM

NAME KcajAV

DESCRIPTION OFWORK PERFORMED

pA^T/^fJr
REASON FOR LEAVING

y/V
////?

Also

f=yt/Ay«r- "bar/^<

EMPLOYER

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

ADDRESS

FROM

SALARY
START:

QTY,STATE & ZIP CODE

TO

FINAL

PHONE NUMBER ( )

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONE

JOB TITLE:

TITLE
NAME

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

REASON FOR LEAVING

EMPLOYMENT REFERENCES
NAME

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

<P¥313 Jajwi /{Ay
Iciii

VitZ

McttflfiCicy/MiT^

1171 TZ'if/noAjr «St. {jLASotJ CA {ui)313-«s*7Fo

Ecrrv
kJnTAT^ASPotrJ

Apcm Tt'cr
Sti'CTAtaAAJ

1^33\ ApAcye?cl..AppU fAu

Professional Temps,Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer. All applicants will receive
consideration for employment without regard to race,religion,color,national origin,ancestry,
age,sex or handicaps.

T'uoe.s:
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EMPLOYMENT APPUCATION

PROFESSIONAL TEMPS

290 North D St., Suite 100

San Bemardinq,CA 92404
PERSONAL DATA

NAME

f

MpDLE

SSN

PHOTO

^

DATE

V nh rjLa -zz. jhti ^ci
STREET ADDRESS

MtMu

STATE

ZIP

POSITION DESIRED

DATE AVAILABLEV

\

HOME PHONE NUMBER

kiHli

MESSAGE PHONEl^MBER

3'iS'9^ '

()
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE ATTENDED

HTO

FROM

MATORSUBIECT

GRADUATE?

UNITS

UntJe.

EMPLOYER KiiRifilft
ADDRESS 7777

f/hJtri)
A/C '
/

GITY,STATE& ZIP CODE f/mS/j I'uf^Q^cMOa
PHONE NUMBER (T/y)

7/W TO

START: U ht>

o?^
if-fA

FINAL:

IMMEDIATE ^^ERVISOR

V

SALARY

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

FROM

PHONE

TITLE

NAME

DESERTION OF VVd^PE^ORMEP.^^

Mt^jJUur pdC7>Atjh\ .^Juiifc^. nnnJ

R^ONFO^LEXyiNG

a

EMPLOYER

' (/

i_
^

/

'

/7
^SALARY

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

ADDRESS

FROM

START:

CITY,STATE& ZIP COPE

TO

HNAL:

PHONE NUMBER ( )

IMMEDIATT SUPERVISOR

PHONE

JOB TITLE:

TITLE
NAME

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

REASON FOR LEAVING

EMPLOYMENT REFERENCES
ADDRESS'

NAME

li

clW
a

TFTl^HnNE

(7^1

UPADON

/fXA

uAj^

Hm

mi£.

in-iT/Jdiportunity Employer. AH applicants will receive
Prpf^sional Temps,Inc.is zin Equal Opportunity
jijii

m

consideration for emplpjmient Without regard tp race,religion,color,national prigin» anceStiy,
age,sex or handicaps.
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PROFESSIONAL TEMPS

EMPLOYMENT APPUCATION

290 North D St.,Suite ICQ
San Bernardino,CA 92404
PHOTO

PERSONALDATA

NAME

lASJ

FIRST

MIDp^

DAIE

SSN

STATE

STREET ADDRESS

QTY^

HOME PHONE NUMBER

MESSAGE PHONE NUMBER POSITION DESIRED

9,23 yi.
DATE AVAIIABLE.

( )
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
DO YOU HAVE A G.ED.CERTIFICATE?.
FROM

UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE ATTENDED
/ .

/

TO

GRADUATE?

UNITS

MAIORSUBIECT

/

^
.

^

—-—

EMPLOYER /. <^1 ynr, L» hAo / m »w. A,\fAi/"fi V f
ADDR^ y^.^r4^r^ "l-^rA >
aiT,STATE& ZIP CODE Z./^ oo/'t L»

f

927.^^ TO

START:

/-

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

JOB TITLE:

TITIJE

^

NAME

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED
REASON FOR LEAVING

y/>

//

Z-?", fTcr

PHONE

f=x ,(Y rvi

\^r'i r:-TI ^

,
- Yl

HNAU

3-^75

PHONE NUMBER Oh)

C.\r'v-\>y-A\

SAIARY

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

FROM

r

m

a / /
s"'

U J r A i'n Cf

EMPLOYER

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

ADDRESS

FROM

SALARY
START:

CITY,STATE & ZIP CODE

TO

FINAL

PHONE NUMBER ( )

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONE

JOB TITLE:

TITLE
NAME

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

' ■

REASON FOR LEAVING

:'

'' \ ——

EMPLOYMENT REFERENCES
NAME

TFIHPHONE

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

ry/tf^r

/5"J

Tiivtyalr-

Oh/^y"* rh\/:/^?PcA ?/,.7.^ F//^ Yhi"r

b^Ci\j<A<n

f^'Yinr Af(^KCf
'
Thx/Ytr
J
wvs
/'D,^)'ir^-7-33x

Professional Temps,Inc.is an Equal opportunity tmpioyer. ftu apputaiiw wiu i=<.=iv=

consideration for employment without regard to race,religion,color,national ongm,ancestry,

age,sexor handicaps.

TmP^S" 5^
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EMPLOYMENT APPUCATION

PROFESSIONAL TEMPS

290 North D St.,Suite 100

Sah Bernardino,CA 92404
PHOTO

PERSONAL DATA
Ni^IE

FIRST

LAST

avJNi
CITY

STREET ADDRESS

RIDDLE

(\a>|

^

SSN

DAP

1

ZIP^

. ^

(/)4-te-0552

•

902in

9.3%L>?) i^ frich br 0>>°A:rl'K\p
HOME PHONE NUMBER

MESSAGE PHONE NUMBER POSITION DESIRED

'■

( )

DATE AVAILABLE

1 Mm edi(X&t

d(€irixl

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE ATTENDED

X

FROM

MAIOR SUBJECT

TO

UNITS

GRADUATE

M

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

EMPLOYER baK\rhn An
ADDRESS-It -n

Ak.-WiA

|Njr; \\\

DATES OF empioyment

Asi&:

aTY,STATE&ZIP COPE

.nqa.

PHONE NUMBER (7|t^ Q^^- g QQP

SALARY

TO

START; . 1 g>-00
FINAL: i500

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONES

FROM Z-^O

I

JOB TITLE:

(1\ ePica\

NAME

DESGRIPTlpN OFWb]
pRKP^C
ORMED
ST( LEAVING
ONTOR
^NG

, .

lvn(i ■

nni-fen K V
.

qy^c^

\A^V>e>A recjOfen

'(VAl^f^

EMPLOYER

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

ADDRESS

FROM

SAIARY
START:

QTY,STATE & ZIP CODE

TO

FINAL:

PHONE NUMBER ( )

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONE

JOB TITLE*

TITLE
NAME

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

REASON FOR LEAVING a/

pr)3f'-hoD WV I -IS) h

j'YX-j bf^tfcT

EMPLOYMENT REFERENCES
NAME

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

i m Mr\ Acacia,LbWvi Li^da
T
\ 3hadyi6 Or PbrJ
Rolcrr
i—aoroL /jVfjT-V '^33Ul
V'^icfcrvif

OCCUPATION

.5\i 3fisfr.< Anot\j5t5

f^yb'rr&.J'Aoino^dr

Asst. MaMoriirr>

Rir^h Av,;4?ir[\ 1,4^^1:7-01(00
fsc.M\cf^ne. P IwcT \
Prbfessional Temps,Inc.is mi^ual OppDrtunity Employer. Ail applicants wiU receive
consideration for employment:withoutregard to race,religion,color,national origin,ancestry,
age^ sex or handicaps.

;-ImdCs:■
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PROFESSIONAL TEMPS

EMPLOYMENT APPUCATION

290 North D St., Suite ICQ
San Bernardino,CA 92404
PERSONAL DATA
NAME

LAST

FIRST

PHOTO
DATE

SSN

MIDDLE

32^-HI-9L2.4
STREET ADDRESS

ZIP

STATE

CITY

C.A

llS'O 1

HOME PHONE NUMBER

MESSAGE PHONE NUMBER POSITION DESIRED

fr/s)4.rc-: 7V/0

(-)—

DATE AVAILABLE

C\trlom.\ Aw.Vu-sTjn

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
DO YOU HAVE A G.ED."CERTIFICATE?. A/a
UNIVERSITY/COIXEGE ATTENDED

FROM

MAIOR SUBJECT

TO

UNITS

GRADUATE?

a^/A

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
SALARY

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

P^IPLOYER
ADDRESS 760

E".

CITY,STATE& ZIP CODE

6A

FROM

|-«JO

START:

TO

3- <72-

FINAL:

PHONE NUMBER (7,^) 3b 7-9^1 U

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

JOB TITLE:

TITLE d-i tsA-x^c^l

^

v ^ ^

{ZS'O

1 r5"0

PHONE DH'S97-9IH

3u<s?<r

NAME

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

i

alJTTJeft S«-»C.U Aj: sS.O»-A
REASON FOR LEAVING

e.^.'y

r.l\

+i 1

,eTC.

ST^W

EMPLOYER

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

ADDRESS

FROM

SALARY
START:

CUT,STATE & ZIP CODE

TO

FINAL:

PHONE NUMBER ( )

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONE

JOB TITLE:

TITLE
NAME

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

REASON FOR LEAVING

EMPLOYMENT REFERENCES
TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

NAME

714-7^^-22.5"^

0€,»^Ua»^
~rucUe.r

l3a»t k«,r^

Uy ^rUwU MO(^mV 7/9-:PC£3
Av.

l^^oWT i. lJ:ikei

OCCUPATION

tlZ-Sl

C7mV cti^o^lL

L/»x* %/«✓-» iTV

/ 7IS 

Professional Temps,Inc.is an Equal Opportunity Employer. All applicant will r^eive
consideration for employment without regard to race,religion,color, national origin,ancestry,

age,sex or handicaps.

r-r- i
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PROFESSIONAL TEMPS

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

290 North D St.,Suite 100

San Bernardino,CA 92404
PHOTO

PERSONAL DATA

N/^E

LAST,

: FIRST

r)i if

MIDDLE

SSN

DATE

STATE

ZIP

2>-iS^fJL

K/:k \/

STREET ADDRESS

^

HOME PHONE NUMBER^

MESSAGE PHONE NUMBER POSITION DESIRED

DATEAVAIIABLE

4'-/r^2

W Wi-nil {~>)n mi-s-^a
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

DO YOU HAVE A G.ED;CERTIFICATE?.
UNIVERSITY/GOLLEGE ATTENDED

FROM

TO

MAIOR SUBIECT

GRADUATE?

UNITS

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
EMPLOYER AlfjlTu

AAA.fJS

ADDRESS

CITY,STATE & ZIP CODE

/A TO

START:

7^^/

A

title

PHONE

REASON FOR LEAVING
.EMPLOYER- - ; ..-/-p.



NAME
..

L^J

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED
i/ZCC "W

1 T.

kJ/lf -ZC,
/ •

.
/if

DATES OF EMPlJOYME^lT

ADDRESS .

FROM

/

finad

/> a

<^2 OCaj IMMEDIATT SUPERVISOR

PHONE NUMBER

JOB TITLE:

SALARY

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

. FROM

J^.

SALARY

START:

CITY,STATE& ZIP CODE

TO

FINAL:

PHONE NUMBER ( )

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONE

JOB TITLE:

TITLE

NAME
DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

REASON FOR LEAVING

EMPLOYMENT REFERENCES
OCCUPATION

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

NAME

y

/ft/i

Frn

Z^iyC/.^vi

/7/yJ

£L-yi .3U-d

fOJi/n

SniPlo Nr MuHvPf

*>. I

)%iyy/nji£>)

Cyxy/C

72/2)^,5V-S

- /IfA

>

Mv scA.,/

Pforessional lemps, mc.IS an equal upportumiy employer. Aui dpput-oiiid wiu icwvc

consideration for employment withoutregard to race,religion,color,national origin,ancestry.
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PROFESSIONAL TEMPS

EMPLOYMENT APPUCATION

290 North D St., Suite 100

San Bernardino,CA 92404
piioro

PERSONAL DATA
NAME

lAST

OOiit

FIRST

MIDDLE

SSN

DATE

STATE

ZIP

3-/^''/992.

Ai

STREET ADDRESS '

CITY

HOME PHONE NUMBER

MESSAGE PHONE NUMBER POSITION DESIRED

92.3^7 A

'h/tnd

DATEAVAIIABLE

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
FROM

UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE ATTENDED

MAIORSUBIECT

TO

UNITS

GRADUATe

y\J

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
EMPLOYER

ADDRESS

k

CITY,STATE& ZIP CODE
PHONE NUMBER (7/i^

SAIARY

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

Xyr-r ',25. D^A

^
- 4\VV

START:
/ hc
FINAL: ,^,£>o/hr

FROM ^-'9/

<4-.
norA % nn

TO

^-"92

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONE

fniE

JOB TITLE:

^fiOk^riyrSc?r

NAME

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

reason FOlfLEAVlNG vt?...-4EMPLOYER TC.-p,Y
ADDRESS LI2^o E".

SALARY '

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

Ln.

QTY,STATE& ZIP CODE

PHONE NUMBER

ecilan

ixiv-^-Vx

+

4/

JpBTITIE:

'

START: V.52> Ar

FROM
TO

FINAD

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONE

LA.SD/hr

title

NAME

trx <VY rv^ X

\JoLXY\ct

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

T^tJti a wp (Lu<^YmCr

''

Afir

Y>t\cA^ \JnAur\ Cht^S

reason FOR LEAVING

EMPLOYMENT REFERENCES
NAME

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

"yotao^ j AJars/

Professional Temps,Inc.is an Equsd Opportunity Employer. All applicants will receive
consideration for employment without riegard to race,religion,color,national origin,ancestry,
age,sex or handicaps.

( oaCX-S' CI'D
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EMPLOYMENT APPUGATION

PROFESSIONAL TEMPS

290 North P St., Suite 100

San Bernardino,CA 92404
PERSONAL DATA
NAME

LAST

STREET ADDRESS

FIRST

MIDDLE

CITY

^

PHOTO

SSN

DATE

STAIR

ZIP

a) fA^/ra<:-f:

rA

HOME PHONE NUMBER

MESSAGE PHONE NUMBER POSITION DESIRED

h/<])

()

//n

DATEAVAILABLE

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
DID YOU GRADUATE FROM HIGH SCHOOL?
DO YOU HAVE A G.ED.CERTIFIGATE? aJ/)
UNIVERSITY/rnT T r;f ATTENDED FROM

MAJOR SUBJECT

TO

UNITS

GRADUATe

3m
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

EMPLOYEB^o,

Pfimmurit-hf

ADDRESS /fint
CITY,STATE& ZIP COD^

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

^

PHONE NUMBER

SALARY

FROM

3-^0

TO

S-Al

FINAL:

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONE

START: /20D

title T^lf)n)rSfjipo/'\A'<:n)r

JOB™ CimYiccH

NAME

DESCRIPTION OP WORKPERFORMED

fryQar\y\J

'^ /

R£AS(>H FOR LEAVIl<fc

- P:

EMPLOYER ■

DATESOF EMPLOYMENT

ADDRESS ,

FROM

QTY,STATE& ZIP CODE
PHONE NUMBER ( )

TO

FINAL:

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

PHONE

JOB TITLE:

TITLE

SAIARY
START:

NAME

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED
REASON FOR LEAVING

EMPLOYMENT REFERENCES
NAME

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

AK/a l-kvny\h/y

7U-L

72^;m Jji/Tf/K br. pnvndh

1 7jG /vi
2^^!^

t7m67^'^A-n7

OCCUPATION

(^/«WviV* T/i

hjY ifC AM
kj

piyyAPse^

Ara'tw/Mr.

Professional Teinps,Inc. is an Equal Oppomnity Bnployer. All applicants will receive

Consideratioh for employment withoutregard to race,religion,color,national origin,ancestiy,
age,sex or handicaps.
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EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

PROFESSIONAL TEMPS

290 North D St.,Suite ICQ

San Berharc^o,pA 92404
PERSONAL DATA

NAME

LAST

^

PHOTO

SSN

DATE

s'i2-n'i7b(o
street ADDRESS

3^0 A/t

state

Avf.

HOME PHONE NUMBER

message phone number POSITION desired

( )

DATE AV/UIABLE

^/l/93:\

flfiriodl fis^.^
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

UNIVERSITY/mM.Pr,F ATTENDED FROM

MAJOR SUBIEGT

TO

UNITS

GRADUATE

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
EMPLOYER

t).7-Z.a

.

gry.STATE&ZIP CODE

FROM

(^A-qd-VTL B_

PHONE NUMBER <nn

V7

JOB TITLE:

^ALARY

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

ADDRESS aiKoT' F.. Y-i3s^Unp Ayt

START;^,a<D

//

FINAL::? >7,60 hr.

V-3^

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

fS

PHONE

htle /M/mRqer
iqe

r~

NAME

7-,vv,ni A

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED

StyeyvisiYig

runvuVia -ftv pasK vgQk-

RBWNFOR^
IN fob!LEAVINGX mctticUl'li;
EMPLOYER

HiaO Z-

ADDRESS^qf^

aiT,ctate&zipcode

Qaas

EES
II E.

S^RY

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

, FROM

yftprmrdiwc)j(!4

/ /f,

START:

FINAL:^

PHONE NUMBER (7;^ ^9-rGr<={n

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

JOB TITLE:

■miE

PHONE

NAME/tloKHUa

a/j anJ^ajjOgflol -fyocl &rd-&rs,

description of work performed

'G IWedpd

^MAv^o'e. ^r( merre

REASON FOR LEAVING

.

EMPLOYMENT REFERENCES
NAME

rT<3cih ThrrvvAp^evx
i;)riqh+
LahvxM
j
.
1

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

ii iKatnlnMp Ln.

M. M^jHfIt

OCCUPATION

(niHm's-qma /\YvUi-h'^4

lr\r\AAjJ9//^

Professional Temps, Inc. is an Equal Opppr^nity Employer. All applicants will receive
consideration for employment without regard to race, religion, color, national origin, ancestry,

:

-K.oi'v:! ^ I"? tofrn
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Appendix C
Participant Debriefing

First of all, thank you for participating in this study. I would now
like to inform you of the complete nature of this experiment. This

study was designed to assess discriminatory employment hiring
practices. Many believe that African Americans are less likely to be
hired than White Americans due to the stereotypes that are
associated with being Black in America. This is expected to be the
case even though the individuals may be equally qualified for the
position. It is also thought that African Americans who look more
like White Americans will experience less discrimination than
African Americans who look like they are trying to identify with
their African culture. Reseaich has been done which supports that
more attractive people are at an advantage when it comes to hiring
practices, so that too was investigated.

The political opinions survey included a modern racism scale.

The

modern racism scale is a nonreactive racial attitudes scale that is

thought to measure racism in the way that it is manifested in our
society today. It is expected that individuals who score high on this
scale will prefer to hire applicants as stated above. The pre
screening task was a way to get subjects to make hiring decisions
when the qualifications of the applicants were quite similar.
Therefore, it is expected that the pictures would be used to make
decisions. If applicant qualifications were similar, then it would
seem that the ratings would be close also.
This type of research is necessary because it is an area that has not
been given much attention by researchers. Many people doubt that
these type of discriminatory practices exist. The first step to solving
a problem is identification, and that is the purpose of this research.
For further questions please contact De'Nean Goleman at (714) 880
5038 or Dr. Janet Kottke at (714) 880-5585.
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